, but for latewood density instead of tree-ring width. Latewood density strongly covaries with the maximum latewood density values used in the main text, but gridded light limitation is even more strongly correlated with the gridded volcanic density drop for latewood density (R=0.52, P<0.01) than for maximum latewood density.
Likewise gridded light limitation is even more strongly correlated with gridded divergence for latewood density (R=0.76, P<0.01) than for maximum latewood density. Red line is 95% confidence interval for the y-intercept. Vertical bars indicate 95% confidence uncertainty range. Negative values indicate that light limitation is weaker than for the weakest Arctic grid box value. 
Supplementary Table 1: Tree-ring density variability in four Arctic limitation regimes. Row 1:
Number of tree-ring density chronologies in each sector. Small differences exist in the number of chronologies in the clear versus cloudy, and warm versus cool, groupings because a number of chronologies have limitation values 7 equal to the sample median. Rows 2-4: Effective spatial degrees of freedom (DOF) for tree-ring density variability calculated for each sector using the moment matching method (DOF mm ), the eigenvalue formula method (DOF ef ), and their harmonic mean (DOF hm ) as described in the Methods. Row 5: the average decrease in normalized tree-ring maximum latewood density in the two years following the major volcanic eruptions identified by Gao et al. (2008) relative to the preceding five years. Rows 6-8:
Same as Rows 3-5, but for residual tree-ring density after regressing out temperature effects. Row 9: Average trend in the negative of residual tree-ring maximum latewood density during the Arctic dimming period after regressing out temperature effects. Units are standard deviations per 21 years. P-values give confidence that the distribution of trends within a given region has a non-zero mean, and those that are significant are in bold. 
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